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Welcome to Risus: The Anything RPG, a complete pen-and-pa-
per roleplaying game! For some, Risus is a handy “emergency” 
RPG for spur-of-the-moment one-shots and rapid character 
creation. For others, it’s a reliable campaign system supporting 
years of play. For others still, it’s a strange little pamphlet with 
stick figures. For me, it’s all three, and with this edition, Risus 
celebrates not only two decades of existence, but two 
decades of life, bolstered by an enthusiastic global 
community devoted to expanding it, celebrating it, 
sharing it, and gaming with it.

Character Creation
The character Cliché is the heart of Risus. Clichés are 
shorthand for a kind of person, implying their skills, 
background, social role and more. The “character 
classes” of the oldest RPGs are enduring Clichés: 
Wizard, Detective, Starpilot, Superspy. You can choose 
Clichés like those for your character, or devise something 
more outré, like Ghostly Pirate Cook, Fairy Godmother, Bruce 
Lee (for a character who does Bruce Lee stuff) or Giant Monster 
Who Just Wants To Be Loved For His Macrame – anything you 
can talk your GM into. With a very permissive GM, you could be 
all these at once. Each Cliché has a rating in dice (the ordinary 
six-sided kind). When your character’s prowess as a Wizard, 
Starpilot or Bruce Lee is challenged, roll dice equal to the rating.  
Three dice is “professional.” One die is a putz. Six dice is ultimate 
mastery. A complete Risus character looks like this:

Grolfnar Vainsson the Viking
Description: Tall, blond, and grinning. Likes to drink and fight 
and drink and chase Viking women and fight and sail the high 
seas and raid. Wants to write great sagas about himself.

Clichés: Viking (4), Gambler (3), Womanizer (2), Poet (�)

To create Grolfnar, all we had to do was name him, describe 
him, and assign his Clichés. You get �0 dice to spend on Clichés, 
distributed however you like, on as many or few Clichés as you 
decide (but more than �0 would be odd, considering). The first 
Cliché listed for your character (“Viking,” in Grolfnar’s case) is 
his Primary Cliché – the Cliché that most clearly expresses how 
your character sees himself. In general, new characters may 
not have Clichés rated higher than 4 dice, so Grolfnar’s “Viking” 
is maxed out for a beginning PC. Your GM might choose to 
expand, relax, or otherwise transmogrify such parameters for 
his game (ask if you’re not sure).

Powers, 
Tools, and 
Power Tools
Each Cliché implies a lot about 
a character, most crucially in-
cluding his likely abilities and 
equipment. If you’re playing 
a Hirsute Barbarian (3), we 
can assume your character is 
comfortable with blades and 
battle. He’s probably a climber, 
a runner, and all-night reveler. 

He probably owns at least one sturdy hand-weapon and 
(hopefully, mercifully) a complete loincloth. If you’re playing a 
Psychic Schoolgirl (3), you probably have the power to sense 
(and be freaked-out by) the psychometric residue lingering 

at a murder scene, and might own a cute plushy 
backpack filled with school supplies. If you’re 

playing a Roguish Space Pirate (3), you 
can do all kinds of piratey roguey 
space-things, and you probably 
own a raygun, and maybe a sec-
ondhand star freighter. When there’s 

any doubt about your character’s 
abilities or “Tools of the Trade,” discuss 

it with your GM.

Tools of the Trade come “free” as part 
of each Cliché, but they’re vulnerable 

to loss or damage, which can (sometimes) 
cripple or limit the power of the Cliché. A Roguish Space 

Pirate, stripped of his star freighter, loses all ability to haul 
booty to distant suns … while a Psychic Schoolgirl loses 
none of her ability to be freaked out by murder scenes 

if her plushy backpack is stolen. A Hirsute Barbarian 
(3), forced into a pit-fight without his trusty blade, can still 

rely on his bare hands, but he’ll operate at half-dice – a mere 
Hirsute Barbarian (2) – until he’s once again properly armed. 
The backpack-deprived Schoolgirl might face similar penalties 
when it’s time to do her homework.

In the course of adventuring life, lucky explorers may discover 
enchanted and/or cutting-edge and/or otherwise special 
equipment. The most basic sort is called Bonus-Dice Gear (such 
items let you roll an extra die, or more, when using them) but 
there are other kinds of “special” to be found, in the form of 
alternate game mechanics (“With this experimental piloting 
software, you can reroll any �s”), in-world powers (“Only a 
Stradivarius can be used to seduce a Vampire Prince”) or even 
mixed benefits and restrictions (“While wielding the Sword of 
Mercy, you always roll dice at least equal to your foe, but you 
must spare his life if you win.”)

The Game System
Whenever anybody wants to do anything, and nobody’s ac-
tively opposing it, and the GM doesn’t think success would be 
automatic, the player rolls dice. If the total rolled beats (equals 
or exceeds) the Target Number set by the GM, success! If not, 
failure! Target numbers follow this scale:

5: A cinch. A challenge for a schmuck. Routine for a pro.
10: A challenge for a professional.
15: An Heroic challenge. For really inventive or tricky stunts.
20: A challenge for a Master. Nearly superhuman difficulty.
30: You’ve GOT to be kidding. Actual superhuman difficulty.

The Target Number depends on the Cliché, and anyone can 
try anything. Crossing a chasm by swinging on a rope or vine 
would be child’s play (automatic success!) for a Swashbuckler 
or a Lord of the Jungle, easy (Target 5) for a Pulp Archaeologist, 
and challenging but definitely doable (Target �0) for a Gymnast, 
Barbarian, or Cat-Burglar. Even a Wheelchair-Bound Eccentric 
Occultist could try it (Difficulty �5, but the wheelchair is lost 
unless the roll beats a 30)!

S. John Ross
Groovy Sidenote #1
Groovy Sidenote #1I’m not sure why I love these sidenotes so much; I just think they’re kind of cute. And they let me say things like: This is a free RPG from Cumberland Games & Diversions (if you’ve never heard of CG&D, your favorite search engine knows the way) and it’s a living document, always open to the idea of dancing awkwardly (but adorably) toward perfection. If you spot a typo or something, drop me a line at sjohn@cumberlandgames.com and I’ll hunt that sucker down.If you have rules question or a cool idea for a new option or adventure, it’s best to post it to one of the Risus community centers (see the Risus homepage for current links), so everyone can benefit.If you have questions directed at the LCBs (Little Cartoon Bastards, the game’s stick-figure mascots) feel free to just phone them, but if they offer to send you “candid” images of themselves, do yourself a favor and say no.

S. John Ross
Printing Tips
Printing TipsThis PDF is cropped to an unusual size, one precisely fitted to no sheet of paper ever. Pretty clever, right? It kind of is! These pages are designed for standard U.S. Letter sized paper (8.5 x 11in), complete with nice breathing-room margins for three-hole punching and whatnot ... but the funky crop provides a bit more flexibility when printing and a nicer fit for portable screen viewing.To print Risus exactly as intended, print on U.S. Letter paper, centered, without rescaling. Risus will then feel pretty.To print Risus larger (if you don’t need hole-punch margins, for example), do the same, but let Acrobat scale it to fit the page (there’ll be an option in the print dialogue; it might even be set to rescale by default).Allowing Acrobat to scale will also produce a nicer result when printing on A4 or other paper sizes, since the cropped area has a taller aspect ratio. This helps make this very American layout a little friendlier to Risus gamers across the globe.The other PDFs included with Risus are slaved much more precisely to U.S. Letter-sized paper, since they’re meant to be printed double-sided, then folded into pamphlets. Leave them lying around to be discovered by grateful strangers! Take pictures of this and send JPEGs! I’ll do a gallery or something if some people do that; that’d be rad. Wouldn’t that be rad?
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The Eagle-Eye Brigade
The Eagle-Eye BrigadeIn the final stages of its development in 2013, version 2 of Risus got help from a number of volunteer proofreaders, test-readers and other helpful eyes (including a fair number of eyes that had helped with other editions, years ago). Big thanks to the 2013 Risus Eagle-Eye Brigade: Jerry A, Erekíbeon Barbagrís, Duncan Bowsman, Michael Brewer, Larry Bullock, Ben Cressey, Marco Crosa, Michael Friedman, Jeffrey Horn, Dave LeCompte, Aingeru J. Matute, Chester Moses, Joe Mucchiello, Sean “Dr. Kromm” Punch, Mark A. Schmidt, Dan Suptic, Alan Twigg, Cory W, Ralf Wagner, Brent Wolke, and Peter L. Ward. None of them got to proofread this, by the way, so if I spelled all their names wrong, that would be really ironic.

S. John Ross
The I.O.R. and the Risus Companion
The I.O.R. and the Risus CompanionThe International Order of Risus is the Risus community fan-club, with (as of this version’s release) approximately 900 members worldwide. If you consider yourself a Risus fan, or if you don’t yet but you feel that special tingle coming on, joining the Order nets you everlasting huggy cosmic love, bragging rights that most people will never understand, and lifetime access to the Risus Companion (including free PDF upgrades until the heat-death of the universe and/or the end of the PDF upgrades). It also buys S. John and his wife lunch, for which they’re grateful, because yay lunch!

S. John Ross
Social Media Notes
Social Media NotesThere are Risus communities everywhere devices whisper to one another and plan the Robot Apocalypse. See the Risus homepage for more-or-less updated links. If you’re a fan of hashtags, the universal Risus hashtag is simply #RisusRPG … if you’re reading this in the future and hashtags are now a quaint and expired concept, look them up on Wikipedia, unless Wikipedia is a quaint and expired concept, in which case Google it, unless Google is a quaint an expired concept, in which case the Robot Apocalypse has probably already arrived.If the Robot Apocalypse is a quaint and expired concept: way to go, humanity! I knew you could do it! Unless you’re not a human being, in which case I’m impressed that, whatever you are, you’re interested in RPGs. You must therefore have deserved to win.

S. John Ross
Not Done With Sidenotes
Not Done With SidenotesI know I should be; they just look kind of cool, all lined up on the side of the page like this. By the way, have you found the secret file yet?
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The Combat System
In Risus, “combat” is any contest in which 
opponents jockey for position, make attacks, 
bring defenses to bear, and wear down their 
opponent to achieve victory. Literally or meta-
phorically. Examples of “combat” include:

Arguments: Combatants wielding logic, 
stubbornness and cheap rhetorical tricks 
to make their point.
Horse-Racing: People on horses running 
around a dirty track, trying to get nowhere 
first.
Dogfights: Pilots in airplanes or spaceships 
trying to blow each other out of the sky.
Astral/Psychic Duels: Mystics/psionics 
looking bored or sleepy, but trying to rip each 
other’s ego apart in the Otherworld.
Wizard’s Duels: Sorcerers using strange magics, trying to 
outdo one another.
Dueling Banjos: Banjo players using strange melodies, 
trying to outdo one another.
Seduction: One (or more) characters trying to score with 
one (or more) other character(s) who is(are) trying to 
resist.
Courtroom Antics: Prosecution vs. Defense. The goal is 
victory. Justice is incidental.
Actual Regular Combat: People trying to injure 
or kill each other.

The GM decides when a combat has begun. At 
that point, go around the table in rounds, and let 
each combatant make an attack in turn. What 
constitutes an “attack” depends on the nature of 
the fight, but it should always be roleplayed (if 
dialogue is involved) or described in entertain-
ing detail (if it’s physical and/or dangerous 
and/or does/should involve contraceptives). 
The GM will determine what type of Cliché is 
appropriate for the fight. In a straightforward 
physical brawl, Clichés like Viking, Soldier, 
Swashbuckler, and Ernest Hemingway 
are equally appropriate, while Clichés like 
Hairdresser and Latin Lover are not.

Attacks must be directed at an opponent. Both parties in 
the attack (attacker and defender) roll against their chosen 
Cliché. Low roll loses. Specifically, the low roller loses one 
of his Cliché dice for the remainder of the fight – he’s been 
weakened, worn down, demoralized or otherwise pushed one 
step towards defeat.

Eventually, one side will be left standing, and another will be 
left without dice. At this point, the winners decide the fate of the 
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losers. In a physical fight or magical duel, the losers 
might be killed (or mercifully spared). In Courtroom 
Antics, the loser is sentenced by the judge, or fails 
to prosecute. In a Seduction, the loser gets either a 

cold shower or a warm evening, depending. While 
the GM will reject combat outcomes that 

make no sense in context (if you beat 
someone at tennis, you aren’t normally 
allowed to decapitate them and drag 
their corpse through the city square), the 

spoils of victory are otherwise down to the 
choice of the victor.

You needn’t use the same Cliché every round. If 
a Viking/Swashbuckler wants to lop heads one 
round, and switch to swinging on chandeliers 
the next, that’s groovy, too. However, anytime 

a character has a Cliché worn down to zero 
dice in combat, he’s been defeated, even if he has other 

Clichés left to play with.

Dice lost in combat are regained when the combat ends, at a 
healing rate determined by the GM (based on the nature of the 
attacks involved). If the combat was in vehicles (space fighters, 
mecha, wooden sailing ships) then the vehicles themselves are 
likely damaged, too, and must be repaired. Sometimes, healing 
takes not only time, but conditions specified by the GM (“now 
that you’ve been soundly defeated, you can’t even look at your 
banjo until your girlfriend assuages your ego”).

There’s no standard time or distance scale in Risus; everything 
depends on context. In a physical brawl, each round 

might represent just a few seconds … while in a long-
term fight between a married couple, each round 
might represent an entire day (Day One: Husband 

“accidentally” burns Wife’s favorite dress in 
the oven, Wife “accidentally” feeds Drano to 
Husband’s prize goldfish, and so on).

Inappropriate Clichés
As stated above, the GM determines what sort of Clichés 
are appropriate for the fight. Any Clichés left over are inap-
propriate. In a physical fight, Hairdresser is inappropriate. 
In a magical duel, Barbarian is inappropriate. 

Inappropriate Clichés aren’t forbidden from the fight. 
They can still be used to make attacks, provided the 
player roleplays or describes it in a really, really, really 
entertaining manner. Furthermore, the attack must be 
plausible within the context of the combat, and the genre 
and tone that the GM has set for the game (making this 
kind of attack more often useful in very pulpy/swashbuckly 
games, or very silly ones).

All combat rules apply normally, with one exception: if 
an inappropriate Cliché wins a combat round versus an 
appropriate one, the losing player loses three dice, rather 
than one, from his Cliché! The “inappropriate” player takes 
no such risk, and loses only one die if he loses the round. 
Thus, a creative hairdresser is dangerous when cornered 
and attacked unfairly. Beware.

When in doubt, assume the aggressor determines the 
type of combat. If a wizard attacks a barbarian with 
magic, then it’s a magical duel! If the barbarian attacks 
the mage with his sword, then it’s physical combat! If the 
defender can come up with an entertaining use of his 
skills, he’ll have the edge. It pays in many genres to be 
the defender! But … if the wizard and barbarian both 
obviously want to fight, then both are aggressors, and 
it’s “fantasy combat,” where both swords and sorcery 
have equal footing.
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Teaming Up
Two or more characters may form a team in combat. For the 
duration of the team (usually the entire fight), they battle as a 
single unit, and may only be attacked as a single foe. There 
are two kinds of team: full-on Character Teams (for PCs, and 
sufficiently interesting NPCs) and Grunt-Squads (for nameless 
NPC hordes).

Grunt-Squads: This is just special effects. When a horde of 
700 rat-skeletons attacks the PCs within the lair of the Wicked 
Necromancer (5), the GM probably won’t feel like keeping track 
of 700 tiny skeletal sets of dice. Instead, he can declare them 
a Grunt Squad, fighting as a single foe: a Skeletal Rat-Horde 
(7). Mechanically, the Rat-Horde is the same as any single foe 
– except it sometimes has more dice (as many as the GM cares 
to assign it). Grunt-Squads stick together as a team until they’re 
defeated, at which point some survivors may scatter (though 
at least one will always remain to suffer whatever fate the victor 
decides). Taken to logical (or whimsical) extremes, an entire 
ship’s crew, or even whole forests, dungeons, cities or nations 
might be represented by a single Cliché.

Character Teams: When PCs (and/or NPCs worth the attention) 
form a team, the Team Leader is the character with the high-
est-ranking applicable Cliché (if there’s a tie, the team must 
designate a Team Leader). Everybody rolls dice, but only the 
Team Leader’s dice completely count. Other team-members 
contribute only their sixes, when they roll any.

Clichés joined in a team need not be identical, and (provided 
the GM can be convinced) they can even be a mix of “appropri-
ate” and “inappropriate” for the fight (a group of warriors might 
be aided by their able minstrel, for example). However, they 
don’t triple enemy dice-loss unless the entire team is equally 
inappropriate (which means the players get to explain to the 
GM exactly how a Hairdresser, a Parakeet Trainer, and a Life 

Coach are coordinating their talents to take Darth Viraxis to 
the mat)!

Whenever a team loses a round of combat, a single team-
member’s Cliché is reduced. Any team-member (Team Leader 
included) may “step forward” and voluntarily suffer this loss. If 
so, the noble volunteer is reduced by twice the normal amount 
(either two dice or six, depending), but the Team Leader gets to 
roll twice as many dice on his next attack, a temporary boost 
as the team avenges their heroic comrade. If no volunteer steps 
forward, the Team Leader must assign the (undoubled) hit to a 
team-member, and there is no “vengeance” bonus.

Victory & Defeat: With teams as with individuals, the victor 
determines the fate of the loser … but when the loser is part 
of a team, his fate is generally reserved until the end of 
the team’s existence (even if he’s defeated while the fight 
rages on). So, if his team wins, his team – not their opponent 
– gets to decide. There are some fights where this won’t be 
so, where the PCs are under such precarious circumstance 
that their fates must be resolved immediately. But, in most 
cases, being part of a team – especially a winning team 
– is excellent insurance.
Disbanding: A team may voluntarily disband at any time 
between die-rolls. When disbanding, each team-member 
instantly loses a single die from the Cliché they’d been 
contributing to the team (equal to “damage” suffered 
in the fight itself). Disbanded team-members may freely 
form new teams, provided the die-loss from disbanding 
doesn’t defeat them. Individuals may also drop out of a 
team, but this reduces them to zero dice immediately as 
they scamper for the rear. Their fates rest on the mercy of 
whoever wins the fight!
Lost Leader: If the Team Leader ever leaves the team for 
any reason (either by dropping out or having his own Cliché 
dropped to zero), the team must disband immediately, with 
consequences as above. They may immediately opt to 
reform as a new team (with a new leader) however, and 
if the old leader was removed by having volunteered for 
personal damage, the new Team Leader gets the double-roll 
vengeance bonus to avenge his predecessor!
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Single-Action Conflicts
“Combat” depends on multi-round jockeying and wearing 
each other down … but many conflicts are too sudden 
to be played that way (two characters grabbing for the 
same gun, for example). Such “Single-Action Conflicts” 
(SACs) are settled with a single roll against appropriate 
Clichés (or inappropriate Clichés, with good roleplaying). 
High roll wins. Note that, in nearly any case, the Game 
Master may jump between the three resolution methods 
(Target Number, Combat, Single-Action Conflict) to suit the 
pacing and mood. Sometimes, an arm-wrestling match 
works best as a combat … sometimes it works best as 
a Single-Action Conflict, and sometimes (preferably if 
it’s against some kind of coin-operated arm-wrestling 
machine) even as a simple Target Number.

When Somebody 
Can’t Participate
Sometimes, characters find themselves facing a Combat or 
Single-Action Conflict where they simply have no applicable 
Cliché, even by stretching the imagination. Perhaps one 
character in the party enters a pie-eating contest with his 
Disgusting Glutton (2) Cliché, but the rest of the characters 
are astronauts or accountants, neither of whom traditionally 
engorge themselves on pie. In situations like this, the GM might 
grant everybody two free “brevet dice” to play with for the dura-
tion of the conflict. This means the Disgusting Glutton (2) would 
become, temporarily, a Disgusting Glutton (4), while everyone 
else would get a Regular Person Talked Into a Pie-Eating Contest 
(2) Cliché “on loan” until the last crumb burps forth. The Glutton, 
naturally, retains his winning edge, but everyone else can still 
bury their noses in pie. This rule applies only to Combats and 
SACs, never to rolls against Target Numbers (since, with Target 
Numbers, the TN itself simply moves wherever it needs to, for 
any Cliché attempting any action).
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Advanced Option: 
Lucky Shots
This option allows players to spend some of their �0 starting 
dice on something other than Clichés. A single Cliché-die can, 
instead, buy three Lucky Shots (spend two dice for six Lucky 
Shots, and so on). Using a Lucky Shot boosts any Cliché roll by 
a single die, for a single die-roll. Lucky Shots “reset” between 
game-sessions. Lucky Shots can represent random good luck, 
the favor of a deity, a streak of resourcefulness, etc.

Advanced Option: 
Hooks & Tales
With this Advanced Option, players can bargain for extra 
character-creation dice by giving their character a Hook 
and/or a Tale. A Hook is some significant character flaw – a 
curse, an obsession, a weakness, a sworn vow, a permanently 
crippling injury – that the GM agrees is so juicy that he can use 
it to make the character’s life more interesting (which usually 
means less pleasant). A character with a Hook gets an extra 
die to play with.

A Tale is a written “biography” of the character describing his 
life before the events of the game. The Tale needn’t be long (a 
page or two is plenty); it just needs to tell the reader where the 
character is coming from, what he likes and dislikes, how he 
became who he is, what his motives are. Some Tales are best 
written from the player’s omniscient perspective; others are 
more fun if written as excerpts from the character’s own diary. 
A character with a Tale provided before gameplay begins gets 
an extra die to play with.

Advanced 
Option: Pumps
Characters may pump  their 
Clichés, expending extra effort at 
the cost of certain injury (loss of 
dice). A pumped Cliché receives 
a dice-boost lasting a single round 
of combat (or single significant roll, 

otherwise). After that round or roll is resolved, the Cliché returns 
to normal, then suffers immediate dice-loss equal to the boost. 
Such loss is comparable to combat losses, and must heal.

Example: Rudolph the Ninja (3) is attacked by a Monster 
(6)! Rudy doesn’t have much of a chance against such a 
powerful foe, so he opts for a tricky tactic: since the Monster 
is attacking physically, Rudolph decides his first-round re-
sponse will use his skills as a Cajun Chef (3) – a decidedly 
Inappropriate choice! He also opts to pump it by two dice 
to Cajun Chef (5), putting his all into his cooking!

On round one, the Monster rolls six dice, and Rudy (quickly 
whipping up a tempting Gumbo spiked with Ninja sleeping 
drug and offering it to the Monster) rolls five. If the Ninja loses, 
he’s instantly defeated: his Cajun Chef Cliché would drop 
to Cajun Chef (�) for the pump, then to Cajun Chef (zero) 
for losing the round. The Monster would eat Rudolph instead 
of the Gumbo. If the Ninja wins, however, the Monster (6) 
drops to Monster (3), and Rudy’s Cajun Chef (3) drops to 
Cajun Chef (�). In round two, Rudolph can switch back to 
Ninja (3), where he’ll be on equal footing with the groggy, 
well-fed Monster.

Pumps are legal for any kind of Cliché roll, provided the GM 
agrees that “pushing it” fits the action involved.

Double-Pump Clichés: If permitting pumps, the GM might also 
allow double-pump Clichés, which take only “half damage” 
from pumping. Thus, a Sorcerer [5] could roll eleven dice for a 

single combat round (six extra dice!) but take only three dice 
of loss from the extra effort. Double-pump Clichés cost twice as 
many dice to buy during character creation, and are especially 
appropriate for Clichés representing supernatural abilities (in 
fact, some Game Masters may require that supernatural Clichés 
be purchased this way). The use of [square brackets] instead 
of (parentheses) indicates a double-pump Cliché.

Advanced Option: 
Character Advancement
At the end of each adventure, each player rolls against each 
Cliché challenged during the course of play (ignore lingering 
“injuries” for this purpose; roll as if the Cliché were whole). If the 
dice land showing only even numbers, the Cliché advances by 
a single die (increasing it permanently). No Cliché advances 
past Cliché (6).

Midgame Leaps: Anytime you do something really, really, 
really spectacularly entertaining that wows the whole table, 
the GM may allow you to roll instantly (in the middle of the 
game) for possible advancement, in addition to the roll(s) 
at the end of the adventure.
Adding New Clichés: There may come a time when 
a character has grown and matured enough to justify 
adding an entirely new Cliché to his character sheet. If 
the player and GM agree this is the case, and agree on 
what the new Cliché is, the player rolls for advancement 
as usual, but new dice earned for that adventure may be 
put toward the new Cliché instead of the ones that earned 
them. This can also be applied to “in-game” improvements, 
if the situation warrants it!
Long-Haul Variant: Instead of rolling against every 
challenged Cliché, roll against a single Cliché of your 
choice.

Credit Where It’s Due
Risus grew from inspirations provided by the sadly out-of-print 
classic, Ghostbusters (�st Edition, West End Games), sparked 
against an idea from Mayfair’s DC Heroes. Other noteworthy 
influences have included GURPS, TWERPS, Fudge, Tunnels & 
Trolls, Over the Edge, and DragonQuest. The list of people on 
whom Risus depends is too long to even contemplate in a space 
so tiny, but I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention a few of them: Guy 
Hoyle, Spike Y. Jones, Dan “Moose” Jasman, Frank J. Perricone, 
Jason Puckett, David Pulver, Sean “Dr. Kromm” Punch, Liz Rich, 
Dan Suptic, Brent Wolke, René Vernon, and the thousands of 
cool gamers, old and new, who’ve populated and enlivened 
the Risus community.

Risus: The Anything RPG is S. John Ross’ trademark for his 
Anything RPG. This is Risus Version 2.0�, Copyright ©�993-

20�3 by S. John Ross, All Rights Reserved. Permission granted 
to make unlimited copies for private, non-commercial 

use, and remember: There’s No Wrong Way To Play!
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I keep a well-stocked cellar of ready-to-
run fantasy adventures, and Desperate 
Remedy is a particularly reliable example: 
ready in minutes, a perfect chameleon in 
terms of morality and tone, and built on a 
nonlinear foundation which gels perfectly, 
every time, into a structure of the players’ 
own devising.


This is sort of a micro-module, and also sort of 
a deconstructed adventure seed. In the inter-
est of providing a concrete, immediately-use-
ful adventure, I’ve reigned myself in when it 
comes to exploring the (thousands?) of vari-
ations at every design-juncture. Veteran GMs 
will spot them immediately; novices can look 
forward to learning them as they go, every-
time this adventure meets a band of PCs.


The premise is dirt-simple: someone has fall-
en strangely ill, leaving a loved one desper-


ate with worry. A wise soothsayer has de-
clared that he knows the magic cure, but 
that it requires some unusual ingredients. 
The PCs are entrusted to gather these items. 
The clock ticks, and the hunt is on!


There are a small handful of “blanks” to be 
filled in before the adventure is ready to 
run. They are the Beastie, the Victim, the 
Bereaved, the Soothsayer, the Ingredients, 
the Obstacles, and the Final Challenge. 


Many are optional (the Final Challenge 
in particular), or may be combined. For 
each, I’ve provided examples from games 
I’ve run using Risus/Uresia (Uresius) and 
Encounter Critical. Since each world is a 
reflection of the other, you’ll find (as I have) 
that each element swaps neatly across the 
conceptual membrane. Mix, match, replace 
and mutate … and run!


Beastie, Victim, 
and Bereaved
The Beastie is the source of the affliction 
(typically a rare beast). In some runs, the af-
fliction is simply a mystery illness, but include 
a Beastie if you’d like one of the ingredients 
to require a visit to its lair!


The Victim is the body around which the ad-
venture orbits. The Victim lays unconscious, 
or delirious, or turned to stone, or a frog, or 
a stone frog … or bounces around in shack-
les, raving nonsense.


The Bereaved is the patron of the quest. The 
Victim is the Bereaved’s loved one, boss, de-
pendent or friend. The Bereaved is the voice 
of the need for adventure (the Soothsayer 
provides the gritty details). Examples:


Encounter Critical
The Duchess of Blackhawk is now a solid-gold statue, the victim 
of a Giant Gold Spider’s terrible Midas venom. And she’s not just 
made of gold … she’s stark naked and in an obviously-compro-
mised pose, having been statue-fied in the midst of a forest orgy. 
Her playmates (a number of prominent merchants, nobles, and 
court gardeners) were turned to gold, too, but the Duke has al-
ready melted them down for credits. He wants his Duchess back, 
though (she’s the only one who knows how to drive the Royal 
Damnation Van, and she’s teaching him to speak Hobling).


Uresia: Grave of Heaven
Five students at a Clawsport school-for-young wizards went off on 
a simple, routine expedition into a safe, cleaned-out, well-mapped 
local ruin for a risk-free training milk-run. None of these comfort-
ing adjectives saved them from the glowing blue soulworms coil-
ing up from the unknown depths, feeding on their fears and send-
ing them into a perpetual state of living nightmare. Not only might 
these innocent youths be cut down in their prime, the school 
could be shut down by their vengeful, wealthy parents. The frail 
old schoomaster, Beirden Hollister, begs for help.


The Soothsayer
The Soothsayer is, in most runs, an honest 
mystic who has parted the veil of the uni-
verse with his crystal ball or whatever to find 
the necessary cure. Often, it’s as “simple” as 
a potion he must brew. Sometimes there’s 
more: a necessary ritual, complete with spe-
cific conditions and participants.


In roleplaying terms, the Soothsayer provides 
a less-hysterical voice than the Bereaved … 
he or she can take the PCs aside, lay out 
the details, and answer questions. He’s also 
the founder of the drama, as he lays out the 
“shopping list” the PCs must fulfill, complete 
with the known quirks, dangers, and “catch-
es” in each.


In some runs, the soothsayer has ulterior or 
multiple motives (and sometimes they’re not 
sinister, either ... every “blank,” Soothsayer 
included, twiddles the dials on the adven-
ture’s morality, tone, and texture).


Encounter Critical
The Duke’s court sorcerer, Lindrax the Far 
Too Bony and Unctuous To Be Considered 
Trustworthy Even In His Epithet (if the PCs 
doubt that he’s really actually called that, 
he’ll produce his business card) is actually 
95% honest about what the cure requires, 
though he intends to gloss over some de-
tails that could turn the PCs off the quest (see 
the Ingredients, overleaf, for details). He does 
have a side-motive (as long as he’s feeding 
the Duchess a potion, he wants to make her 
attracted to him … he imagines she sleeps 
with everyone in the city except him) but 
he’s not trying to fight to cure or get the PCs 
killed. As obviously-untrustworthy grand-vi-
zier style worms go, he’s a bit square, really. 
His signature habit is declaring (in a boom-
ing voice) “I … have … spoken!” after nearly 
everything he declares, redundantly (“I will 
return anon, after a brief bathroom break! I … 
have … spoken!”) He’ll stop if the PCs actual-
ly ask him to, though.


Heaven’s Grave
Will Stoneraven, the school’s (non-resi-
dent; visits twice a year from Fogport) po-
tions-teacher, is almost as ancient as the 
schoolmaster. While Hollister is beside him-
self with grief for endangering the students, 
Stoneraven is calm enough to take the wider 
view and embody the concern for the school 
itself. His motives are not entirely “ulterior;” 
he lays them on the table (but would rath-
er the schoolmaster not hear of it): the chil-
dren must be saved but everything must also 
remain quiet from their powerful parents, or 
the school is doomed and only the much 
snootier, less-likeable school across town will 
be left to teach adolescents to hurl fireballs. 
With a guilty but determined heart, he’ll ex-
plain his intention to not only cure the stu-
dents, but also muddy the children’s memories 
of the last few days. He’ll make it plain which 
ingredients serve which function, leaving a 
moral choice in the hands of the PCs. He in-
sists the memory-magic is harmless.
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Ingredients 
& Obstacles
I’ve found that five challenging Ingredients 
is ideal for a single evening with most groups 
(distinct from easy ingredients used to round-
out the list, add atmosphere, or expand role-
playing opportunities).


The ingredient list, while critical to the ad-
venture, is simultaneously a meaningless 
multi-maguffin. There’s no real gameplay 
difference between “chips of smooth stone 
from where a Magma Slime has fled in fear” 
and “a nine-volt battery from the transistor 
radio of a murderess,” and either is compa-
rably suitable potion-gobbledeygook.


They feel different, though. It may be compa-
rably difficult to get “the tears of a neglected 
grandmother” or “the left curly-toed booty 
of a dancing leprechaun,” but one of them 
sets a tone of pathos and tragedy … and no 
this isn’t the part where I do an ironic rever-
sal for comic effect.


So, make a list that will get the PCs encour-
aged, scratching their heads, and worried in 
turn, in whatever combination amuses and 
sets the tone you want.


And to each ingredient, assign an Obstacle 
(or plunder from the examples here). If 
you’re feeling industrious and have an extra 
minute, imply (through the Soothsayer) that 
there are multiple sources for one or two of 
the ingredients, each with a different “catch” 
and associated Obstacle.


Ideally, the Soothsayer should have a defi-
nite lead on one or two of the ingredients, 
to provide a starting vector for indecisive 
groups … but the rest should be foggier, or 
even entirely unknown, to invite the PCs to 
discover their own paths and invent the ob-
stacles they’ll face (they’ll do this by express-
ing worry; take notes), and hit upon creative 
solutions you didn’t plan for. This is bound 
to leave you with some unused but ready-
to-play challenges in your notes. These will 
save you design-work next time you decide 
to run a Desperate Remedy.


The Final 
Challenge?
One of the nifty things about this particular 
formula is that it doesn’t often need a Final 
Challenge. Players tend to arrange the in-
gredients in order of apparent difficulty (get-
ting the easier ones out of the way first) so 
you can usually weave a satisfying finish just 
by playing out the natural conclusion of the 
quest: the remedy is assembled, the reme-
dy is applied, any sub-plotty things are ad-
dressed and resolved, the credits roll.


But sometimes the Soothsayer’s subplots are 
more like villainy, or the Victim wakes up in 
a bad mood, or some lingering conflict from 
the main Obstacles shows up to wreck the 
works. I find it’s best to keep this kind of end-
ing tucked away as a maybe, and if the pac-
ing at the end feels like it needs punching, I 
bring it in. But really, most of the time, the 
players will have already delivered a climax 
with their choices, and all you need is the 
metaphorical cigarette afterward.


One Possible Ingredients 
List: Grave of Heaven 


An Undying Eye of Ice: Ice-spectres, more commonly known 
as snowmen, are rare in Clawsport in early summer! The cryptic 
ingredient certainly refers to one of their eyes, known to have ex-
traordinary properties. The only snowman known in the city is a 
prisoner of Grand Duke Ropha, kept “alive” by his wizards in an 
icy vault, awaiting trial for a crime committed in life (the snow-
man, Vincent, insists they have the wrong spirit). If they can get 
an audience with Vincent, he’ll be willing to sacrifice an eye (he 
feels no pain) in exchange for aid in his predicament.


The Final Sounds: Specifically, any of the last sounds the vic-
tims may have heard, which means a trip to the “cleaned-out” and 
“safe” Deathwater Temple, a nearby ruin (use any dungeon-map 
you’ve got handy, but mostly de-clawed of danger). The attack 
took place near a roaring (indeed, flooding) underground stream, 
so the sounds needn’t necessarily include the unsettling screech 
of a soulworm. They will, however, need to find a method (likely 
magical) of capturing and re-recreating the sounds.


Grand Mourfa Wine: There’s no such thing as “ordinary” 
Mourfa Wine (a hallucinogen from the Mushroom Men of north 
Sindra), really, but the drink known as Grandwine is a special-
ly-potent rarity. The only known local owner is Rithister, a sor-
cerer (a former student who resents the school for reasons Will 
Stoneraven doesn’t understand) with his own airborne lair (an 
oblong brick spheroid floating seventy feet above the nearby har-
bor, its interior rumored to be a maze of madness). Convincing 
Rithister to part with “a medicine instrumental to my heightened 
contact with the universe!” may be tricky (unless he takes a shine 
to the PCs and offers to just share). Stoneraven needs the drug 
only for the “amnesia” goal, not for the actual cure.


Tincture of Rose Blessed In Scarab Moonlight: Tincture of 
rose is a trivial item used in dozens of potions; priests are more 
common than anyone wants them to be, and as luck would have 
it, the current moon is a nearly-full Scarab Moon. The trouble is, 
it’s been raining for weeks, and not a scrap of moonlight is pen-
etrating the clouds, even when the rain stops.


The Kiss of a Vampire: One for each child, simply and literally. 
The PCs will need to find a vampire, and make sure it’s one will-
ing to play nice with the students (and with them).


One Possible Ingredients 
List: Encounter Critical


Black Hole Metal Filings: One of the rarest and heaviest metals 
(airguitar!), virtually impervious to tools known to Vanthian tech-
nology. Lindrax knows of a source: the city hosts a Temple of the 
Followers of Kron, a death-cult sect of murderous, cannibalistic 
bikers who worship bubble-wrap and drink the blood of kittens 
(sportingly, they equip each kitten with a ninety-foot trebuchet for 
self-defense). Their statue of Kron (an abstract twist of metal, but 
they insist) is made of BHM. But some rare weapons (fallen from 
space, or hanging from the belts of those landed from space) are 
too, and there are rumors (on the street, not from Lindrax) of such 
weaponry spotted along the Bloodsoaked Road.


Venom of the Spider: And not just any spider, but the one (of 
dozens) who dropped in on the forest party. Their likely lair is 
known, deep in the Spineywood, in a hillock the forest-villages re-
gard as cursed. The nearest settlement to the spider-lair is a com-
mune populated by Elf-Klengon hybrids. They’re friendly (almost 
too friendly; they’ll distract the PCs with music and drugs).


A Dram of Radioactor Blood: Specifically, a dram ”tainted by 
the profanities of an unpaid Doxy.” The blood can be hunted down, 
of course, but it’s also available at any of several alchemy-supply 
shops. The trick will be adding the specific taint, which isn’t avail-
able “off the rack” (insert your own joke here).


A Cylinder of Rithasteen Caviar: A richly-magical alien deli-
cacy, essential to Lindrax’s private agenda (it’s the finest aphrodi-
siac known to alchemical science, rare since God City no longer 
has it trucking in from “heaven”). Only the wealthy might possess 
such a thing (the Duke keeps it for the same reason Lindrax wants 
it, but he’d know exactly what it’s for if asked to share it).


Virgin Twins: Lindrax will finish with: “... and virgin twins must be 
present for the ritual.” He will not mention that he owns a wood-
chipper for processing said twins. He will not mention that one 
bit, unless directly challenged (then he caves). Age isn’t a fac-
tor, so in theory, Yira and Layma, the elderly sister-librarians at 
the Blackhawk Dome of Wisdom, would fit the bill (and because 
they’re kindly souls who’d never turn down a request for help, 
they’d happily volunteer to attend a ritual on their way home from 
work; they’ll even bring baked goods). They could also try one of 
the city’s orphan asylums, or call on some family members.
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